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Q  RIOSITY
S  OCIETY   FOR   ADVANC  EM  ENT OF CRIM  INAL JUSTICE

NUJS  , K  OLK  ATA

QUI  Z COM  PETIT  ION   ON   CRIM  INAL LAW,   2017

About

The Society for Advancement of  Criminal Justice (SACJ) at National University of
Juridical  Sciences (NUJS), Kolkata is organizing its first national level online quiz
competition related  to  criminal  law  with  the objective of creating   interest   among
law as  well  as  non-law  students regarding  the dynamics of and the current trends in the
field of criminal law.

Types of questions

1.   Multiple Choice Questions
2.   Text based questions seeking specific legal responses
3.   Text based questions seeking identification of cases/person(s)
4.   Text based questions testing basic legal knowledge
5.   Picture based questions seeking identification of cases

Rules:

1. The competition is open for students pursuing bachelors or masters degree from  any
UGC  recognised educational institution. Students are required to participate individually
and not in team. .

2. Interested participants  have to register through the provided online
form.

3. The quiz will contain 50 questions  of various  types. Each correct answer will be
equivalent to 5 marks in the quiz. However, each wrong answer will lead to a negative
marking of 1 mark. Further, the questions containing the hypothetical and reasoning based
questions shall carry 10 marks for correct answer and there shall be negative marking of 4
marks for every wrong answer.

4.  For questions seeking names of cases or persons, the answers should contain the official
names in their entirety.

5. When questions seek specific legal responses, the participant must necessarily provide a
brief explanation of the rationale behind his/her answer, unless stated otherwise.



6.  The quiz will be available online for a total time of 30 minutes. The exact timings shall
be intimated to all teams in advance.  Teams are expected to complete the quiz within
the specified time failing which the link which has become active would become inactive
after  the elapse of 30 minutes  and the participants  would not be able to submit their
responses.

P  ri  zes

Winners shall be awarded the following prize money:
i. First Prize: Rs. 2,500/-
ii. Second Prize: Rs. 1,500/-
iii. Third Prize: Rs. 1,000/-

Rank holders shall also be given merit certificates.

Certificates of participation shall be issued to top 50 participants.

Contact:

For  any  further  information  or  clarification,  please  contact  Amrita  Ghosh, Email: 
g      h  o      s  h  a      m  r      i  t      a      @  n  u      j  s  .      e  du or SACJ, Email:sacj@nujs.edu

mailto:ghoshamrita@nujs.edu

